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movements were quantified. They were proved to f i t a
ARSTR ACT
The observation of [he
dates back
antiquity,
differrential rotation law, which means rhat the sunspots
"

Srrong assumptions lead the astrophysical community to
say that long-nnge climatic trends commonly observed on
the earth surface m due to the solar activity. Then it i s
worth studylng at least the convective zone just below the
surface which is observable. to analyze the motion of the
matter. ma kin^ one's way info the su; is thus releavmt, we
first descr~he-brieflythe solar convection as well as
magnetic siyns appearing at the surface.
Analysis of snlar images and surveillance of the solar
activity bcing in Feat need of computerization. image
processing appeared a natural response to the
astmphysicists. Conversely computer scientists u n & r r ; t d
very soon that for sufficient accunuy, processes need EObe
destgned in accordance with the very physical phenomena.
Embedding the solar knowledge along s hierarchical
network ailowcd to optimize the algonthrns, for instance
using sharper criteria on less regions during sepentation.
Thc cooperat inn between physics and image processing
was fruitful, as pmved a complete absence of false al,vm,
as well as the detection accuritcy. not to forget a relative
simplicity of rnerhods. In the second part we descrihe the
elaboration of a scrn;rntic network (interaction of structures
within layers) and we outline proposed images processing
solutions.
The third part is devoted ro rhe complete segmentation
line, from n w data to automatic structure tracking. Otiginal
pictures are camcted. accounting for terrestr~nlmoves.
Then , all releavant so called "inhomogeneous" zones are
extracted thmugh auroadaprntive thresholdings on a textural
index. Herc i s where physics matters first as this ~ndex
resuIts frnm the physical analysis, excluding any visual
evaruation. Regions are validated and classified [hanks to
luminr~say.size and psihunlrorm criteria.
T h e fourth part descrrhes the tracking, through a
predictionJverificatian schemc. We discuss how structures
are represented as sets of lines, follewing again
astrophysicists' knowledge We show that the use of
dynamic propmming on multi scale edge data can perform
both region tracking anrl pwnt to polnt matching between
TWO assminted rcgions.
I n the last pan different steps uf the algorithms ate
illustrated. We how several enlargements of the detected
regions whtch hiphl~ghr[he algorithm precision, before to
conclitde on the new possibilities Tot solar astrophysicists
to ascertain some hypotheses zhar should lead tu historical
findings.

I THE SUN, A VARIARLE STAR
The sun has been observed and studied for a long time.
The famous black sunspots have been tracked since first
age Chinecse astrophysicists began to study them in
Antiquity. The f i r ~oh~enation
t
was the variabiliry of their
number. Then. with the new corning technologies, their
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Figure I : The differential rotation
Thus, they move faster around the equatorial regions
rhan near the north a n d south poles l s e e
figiirelJ.Astrophysicists found that. beyond these
variabilities, was hidden the motion of a badly known
convective zone.
They began to get interested in the way matter flows
from the inner sun to the surface, first of all to undetsrand
the star but also hecauge its complex pulsations [ llwere
ornved to interact with lone range terrestrial climatic aends.
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Figure 2: Longtudmnal rolls and related motinn curve along
equator

The convective zone is the place in the sun where energy
is carried by the malter flow. Two theories depict the way
the carrying is supposed to be organized. One reltes on the
existence of longrrudinal rolls and leads to a peridic
surface moz~oncurve as shown in fi811r~2. The other 1s
built on azimuthal rolls 121. In that case we will distinguish
two kinds of roll pairs.One is called "downdraft": it is
composed of two converging rolls that carry matter from
surface to depth so enhancing the differential nature of the
rotation law.
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Figure 3: Downdraft and rotation law
The other is called "updraft" and has apposite effects on
the rorarion taw.
Nowadays. technologies do not allow a smight analysis
of the convective zone. But its organization is known to
influence deeply the supwficial motion, hence our goal : the
detection of the surface movement.
As~rophyslcisrs working with solar images of the
chromos~h~re
(wing Carl 3 9 3 3 ~called Ha radiation) ofren
deal with two different mametical structures observable for
this wave lenpth.Fuculas come ~n the form of bright spots.
They framc the emergence of magetical field tubes under
the effect of magnetical pressure as depicted in figure 3.
The top and bottom of this set of tuhes (nonh and south
polarities) are seen as small dark spots. studied fnr years,
and much hctter known as the sunspots.Filamenrs appear
a5 threadlike dark regions. They we,10some extent, leaves
of plasma, suspended upon the surface thanks to magnetic
fr~rces.I n consequence. they are laid across magnctical
lines as shown in figurp 4.
Because of complex entropy transfers between their
inner and their outer parts, faculas. appear bright.
Convcrsely. fllarnents absorb the incident radiation and
Look dark.
Thc search for the surface motion has always gone
through detecting and tracking sunspots. There are two
reasons:

historically, sunspots have been studied for a long
time as they are visible to rhe naked eye. So there arc a lot
of data. starting b r n Antiquity to nowadays.
sunspots are e a ~ i e rto detect than filaments or
faculas, They can be represented as small dots and thus the
calculation of the movement shows sufficient accuracy as
no inremal deformations wcur to false measures.
But day afrcr day, since 19 17, three plcrures of the solar
surface ( 3 different frequencies KIV. KIII and Ha) have
been taken by Observafories i n the worid, and this amounr
o l data, combined with a crucial need for increased
accuracy, has ne~urallyled to human processing first, then
in~eractive and now automatic image processing:
surveillance and mcktng will he rely here on both filamenrs
and fnculas.
L e a f of plasma i n suspension
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understanding leads ro favour rexrure. giving up with
edges, even if common sense intuition would go against
and be wmng.
The aim nf the application is ro exrract sun's surface
dynamics as it 1s of first Interns1 for astrophysicisrs. The
raw data come from a spectroheliograph sited on earth (at
Meudon's OhservatoryS. Thus the luminosiry of nhc ~rnages
strongly depends on the atmosphere transparency and to a
Tesser extent on the transfer funcrion of the
specrroheliograph. Invening atmosphere transfer funct~on
would be lrnpossi'bie and i n any case remains a phyeicist's
work. As for image processing, motion detect~oninside
Trnm image sequence can be separated In two malor class
a$:
optical flow. that uses differential methods and
based upon a smng luminosity invariance constraint.
segmentation and then region inter image uacking.
Thus, using raw data lcad~naturally (nr "physically")to
the second choice, all the more since thcrc are peninen1
areas nn the sun surface that can be tracked despitc rheir
uneven luminosity. Our design w11l be stparatcd in two
parts. first the segmentation stage and then the tracktng.
Nnw. for real applications, image processing does not end
with formal resuits. it rs followcd by some decision,
triggering actions. Thus it is necessary la decldc bctween
working harder on pmcessings than on thc decision s t a g
or apposite ("'procrss before or afrer"). When decision
appears as mere thresholding, such simplic~tyresults most
ofren from the complexity of the previous processing that
have polnted out a set of pertinent features. Rut decision
may be as compIex to make as in se.gmenrarion algonfhrns,
when one merges regions thanks to a wt of critena and to a
sophisticated rtlaxatlon prouess. Facing our pmhlem. what
wit1 be the choice? The astrophysicists' knowledge i s not
sufficlenr enough to decide. without any ambigu~ty,on the
exacr positinn of a filament (or facula) border land that is
anorher reason why the metion has atways been studied
through the sunspors). Hence, one would better process to
[he best possible accuracy, and then, dec~dein the simplest
possible way. We must organlze all known fearurcs
connected to the structures to he extracted. in such a way
that processing remains trackable. As Tor the motion stag;,
the astrophysicists have exuncted the thearical rotatinn law
and rhey have set out some properttes to constraint the
motion of bath strucrures. In such a case some sanng
prediction based tracking will lead to an easy verification
stage.

3 FROM PROPERTIES TO ALGORITHMS
3JE;xtractirnelkoerlinent-

Magnetic tubes

Black spots

figure 4: Schematic representarinn of a filament and a facula
2 DERIVING PROCESSES FROM PHYSICAL
KNOWLEDGE
As we got some n pnon knowledge coming from the
physical ohservations, we will detail how the design of the
appricadon dedicated algorithms is bound to this
knowledge. Indeed such models, derived from physics. are
as relevant as any other type of model (geomeaiy,
structu re... ) in so far as they found automatic preseting of
variables like thresholds. Exactry like genmemc models. in
3D reconsmaion help derive a distance or any equili hrium
state from the sensed silhouette, phys~csgive ideas a h u t
weight or surface-state. But in our case an addit~onal
benefit fmm this knowledge is the very choice of variables:
for tnstance we show how quire ttementary physlcs

T h e knowledge stcmnicti trum the studv of rhc, sun (on
the side of the :~suophysicists)leads us m the primary
graph of f i ~ u r e5. Though ~t appears quite simple. ~t
enables to extract a 5et of properties not necessarily
observable to the naked eyes. In this network we introduce

entities fax filaments and faculas) and their pmpcrtres (put
between brackets). As in every hierarchical network,
entities inherit the properties of their parents. W h e n
progressing along the network, the properties become
sharper and sharper and refer to less and less entities: the
knowledge organizes the processes to be performed and
thus saves compurarion time.
We aim a1 extracting both faculas and filaments so, the

H a radiation is to be processed as both structures can

be

found in its images. The global propeny nhar marches a11 the
so called pertinent areas is the variable nature oi their
emiss~viry(or absorption) in respect with the homogeneous
nature: of the sular background.To a certain extent, both
following descnptions are adm~ssible:
It1 a fiiamrnr or afau~tla,
rlic moimrs of matt~r
rtespecdwlv conuenrrorcd or anjacenr points

nrr vev difcrcr~r.~merrl~
hrcawe rariinrinn~
cro,.r mnrrJor lrss mr~tterl
En nf~bnrerlr or n fncwii~,rteig1ihnur.v oJa pire1
havr rtmrll\' rl1firt.n~Irunirmnc~s.
As filaments (respectively faculas) are much mnre
nbsnrbent (respectively emissiv) than [he background
repsesentating variability in terms of variance is not relevant
a s this formulation is more dedicated t o the border
extractinn than ta the extraction clf the ~tnrctureit~elf.Thiq
leads to m a k e use of textural description o f the
phenomenon. In 141, Cowitz describes the efficiency of an

histogram nnrm for pre-segmentation steps. Resuit?
obtalned thrclugh thts method were acceptable with an
nutornatlc rhresholrl performet1 from the h~stograrnnorm.
But another textural clue leads to the same results with
much less computation. As the magnetic field tube? arr
about 1 pixel wide. and they push the chromosphere's
matter more o r less hut accordingIy. an even simpler way
of pointing out the l~~minosiry
v;iriability of pertinent ;Ireas
is merely to counr the number K of adjacent pixcls PI r 1 of
PI k I whose luminancr I-(111 %containctl between L(k) - cc,
;and I,(k)+ an where at, i'i the stand:ud deviation o f lhe
solar bnckgmund. Then Plkl will be a pan of a peninenr
area i l thlr numher N is smaller than No (Nn is
- cnrnputerited from c ~ ~ r n u t a t e histogramrn
d
of every
results).
As we are wing n e i g h b o u r h d s . their size is to bc
determined. Let U F first define the upper limit of this >be.
A s i t i s visible in j i ~ r i r r sA 3 orld A4, there arc some
ramifications (calledthe "feet" in the case of filaments).

f i ~ u r e6: The neipbbourhokI sire
"Sufficient accuracy" means exrracting these small
details. Figure 6 s h o w s trivialy that when the
n t i g h h n u r h d size is smaller rhan the d e t a ~ l sthe rehult is
correct (refer for instance to mathematical morphology).
That gives us the upper limit. Ithe spatial variatron of thc
matter denslty gives us the luw limit ( n ~ nhomogeneous
must bc understcmd a5 a macrclxcoplc;~ldcscnptlon). We
hitve chosen a s i x value of 940.
Once pixels included in both filament and facula classes
) they remain to
have heen isolated (let he this image I,
he separated. w i n g the luminance criterion. As the sun, is a
spherical llght source, thl.: cn terion is operated cnronas
aflet comnas (with width of F I E pixels) to t:ke into account
the luminance decrease irom center to hnrder. That can he
formal izeii by:
Llkl 5
S(r)ka.cr(s)
PIk 1 E Fi laments o r Faculns )
That gives us Idark and Ihrlgh,.
Shape and location criterin
are dedicated to region5 l;~ndwe j u ~ get
t a set of pixels);
before processing ihem. n logical "AND" is compurcd
hetwecn Idark and I,,*, 10 obtain E L I Irespectively Ira,
1.
These images are then IabelIed ro get regions. Fin1 of
;III. [he repionv whose surface is less than 10 pixels,are
eliminated. Indeed, even if thcy refer to filaments or hcul:~s
they are so unstable hecause they are small, thar they cannta
he tmcked and very likely they will he filre alnrms.

The shape criterion is hound to the location critennti as
fdlows:
afiIamcnt hcared nEnr r h fqmmr
~
lis really
rhrcndlikr atui is l)rou,fhrinto uli~nmentwith

m~ridir~ris.
afiIm1enr locured ncar the pnlc.~IS qiiitc m[lnrJ
arid to snn;r extent b m u ~ h rrn r o nEignment
w~dtpnruiEcls.
To clas?;ify ~ h e v etwo kind5 of filaments we u<e the
inertial manir
where, for an example I,),=

sul::
This matrix can be put into a diagonal form in the
principal inertial frame snd the rotation angle provide< uq
wirh the gartern orientation.kt us Ellusuate this.

In the first case the diagonal matrix is e t l ~ ~ alo:
l
1064.43 0.0
1
0.0 30.1 R
Hence the principal directinn is: a = 94" and the ratio
hetween eigenvalies is: p = 35
In the second case the reszlltz lead to: a = 156" and p = 4
In the third case, that is ;irepresentation o l a false alarm

(

wc noticc that:

a = 135' and p=
So, if the firn form is located near the equator, then i!
can he a filament whereas thc third form can he neither n
Filament n o r a facula. There is a case that dernand~another
parameter. It appears sometimes that ncar the regions o f
strong rnngnetlc field, filarncnt~are folded nver.7'hus the
inert131 moments arc approximately equaI. As it happens
only near the equalor. ihe number T which i s thc r:ttio
k t w e e n the including box surface and the fiIarnent surfilce
is convenient. If thi'i ratio is small, then it c m n m he n f ~ ~ l s e
alarm when locared near the equator. The extraction results
have really satisfied the astrophysicisrs, who have come to
understand thar some details revealed by detection could
even suggest a local magnetic field topography. As it is
shown jigurc! AJ after extrnction of the f~lamentseen in
fjffurc A.?. the feet have been exhibited and since these leer
are constituted of plasma that flows along the magnelical
tubes, it is possible to get the onentation of the ningnctlc
hcld near the filameni 4 they hehave a< true mcers).
Interesting enough. it has been p n ~ s i h l eto d e ~ i g nevery
algnrithms, from varislihiliry detection to false alarms
elimination without a ~ i n g l c1mk tcl the images. and the
results just prove the reliohll~tyof such a procedural
method.

After these processeq, images are segmrntcd into
labelled regions, nnd triick~ngciin k p n .
4 TRACKING THE FILAMENTS

~ m ~ s c h e m e

Hrlving at hand ' 1 1 1 thc I~l;imcnts.dercribed with thcir
skeletons, thert: rcm:ilrls to tr;~ckthem along rrnaps. We
have: chosen thts kind of description kca~ixeof the physical
knowledge of their evnlutinn. As wc saw i t in the second
pan, f11:iments :ire quite unstable regions of the surf:ice.
The head and nil c)f a filament can d i s d p p r from an imsyc

to the other, just because the magnetic field that was
supporting it collapses, or more often because the plasma
just spreads about. The same phenomenon occurs with the
borders nf the filaments and thus it appears releavant to
describe them using their medial axis linc.
To track the filaments. we use a general
prtdictionJverificarion scheme. We know the theorical
rotation law of the surface, so it is easy to predict the
motion of a region. That means that we wiIl onIy extract the
deviarion from the standard rotalion law. As we want a
straipthforwxrcl verification (that means a simple decis~on
stagc) we will have to work the best on the prediction.
As we saw it in the first part, the motion on the sun
surface is tatitude dependent. Thus, a fiIament can be

following physics again, the motion is principaly due la the
rotation along the North to South axis. The "meridian
deviation" (as calIed by the asrmphysicists) is less than
10% of the gIobal motion. So we can constrain
computations of the Ti' norm followine the muation:

This will prevent too strong dcfmations along the Y
axis fmm being taken into account (the cost of Y moves i s
J'iT greater than [he cost of X moves),

Region R(t+E)

twisted and its movement cannot be reduced to a
composition of rotationltnnslation. This does not enable us
to use Freeman's c d e that is not an invariant representation
for this kind of motion. Despite this, as we know the
rheorical motion law, the use of points coordinates enables
a simple pre-cnmputation of rhe motion.
A s Filaments are described in terms of
monm!irnensionnal structures. i t is convenient and very
powerfi~lto use elastic matching as in word recognit~on

(

lh.71.
...

A region is described as a set of points Pi[X,Yj. The
aim of the elastic matching is to calculate the best lncal
motion that will transform R(t) into R(t+l.). This can also
tell us which 1s the best association between several
candidates. Then, by using variahIe undersampling of the
sctv of points. 11 is possible to shift from pattern matching
to "pnint to point stcutxiatlcln".

t
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N'(t+l)
figure 9: Cornpuntion of the deviation

In case of a defect fret movement. we have of course*
= If.The dynamic equation used is symetrical in
accordance with the physical knowledge that enables both
streching and contmction. The Iocal equation used ro
cornpure the local cost gtij) is:

Computed region C(t+13

Region R(t)
so that the Emal cost g(i j)is computed fot 3 different
ways, the diagonal one (that is defect free) and 2 symenicol
ways that p e r f m conWaction and smching.

Set of samples

II
figurn 7: Motion precomputation
We first have to compute the distance between every
points of associated regions (let us call them R(t) and
R(t+l I). k t P(t) be a pnint of R(0. and let (M,M')(t) 2
nnragnnistic neighburs of P(t).[seefigurc 8)
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Neighbourhd size :4
M(t)

0
F
.- N(t+l)
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+
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Region
RCt)

Recognized part
f i p m 1Q: Example of minimal transformation
All th~sis quite similar to "dynamic time wtlrping" in
speech processing. Some variation comes w~thmultiresolution.

ezErnmFeeionmatchinnhppiaLmatchine

figure X: Choice of the neighbours
Setecting a couple of points, we calculafe the new
position using the theorical law. Thus from a couple
/M.M1)(t)of region R(t) we compute the position of the
couple (M,Mi)(t+l) IreeJgure 7). This couple of points is
compared with every coupIes (N,N')(t+l) of R(t+1) (see
f i g u r ~9) (distance hrween N and N' is equal to distance
between M and M' as we know that motion doest not
involve any homothety). On rhe basis of matching points
Mb(t+l)and N'(t+l), the deviation dli,j) between the

theory and what is obsened. i s given by the $ nom afii'.
That norm would be correct for isotropic moves. But,

Variable unrlcrsampling of lhc data points has twn iilrns.
First ~t s:ive=, cornputatinn time. Second. and that is the
major pornt, if we cornpaw several associations as the
undersampling reduces. we do not have to compare dlnctly
the costs to one another. we just have KOwork scpararely on
the costs evoluzlon using no global threshold. As it 1s
shown I R mure I J and more precistly in JiRure,~A9 and
A I Q , the cost srongly diverges when trying to match
dissimilar regions.
RuIes, for match guiding are described betlow:
if there LF only one possihle marching (R -+
R') incr~rnent?he ser of sampling poinrs to $he
maximum value (n~ighhourhmdsize of I )
and perform pninr m poinr marching. Verify
the predicrion.
ifrl~ereare many candidore repions incr~menr

-

the set of sarnplin# poinrs to the next value
and srore rhe costs, v a n association r~veols
some discnntinuiv in rlrc cost variation rcjea
it nnd keep nn prnccessing the others.
Vcrifi the prerlirrion ofrllc remining
associations.
In order to verify an assmiation. we compute the u and

p coefficients of the rotation taw (seefigure ])that match
best (using standard quadradic minimizarion) the
association and we verify that they stay in range of the

theorical ones.

--

i

One can also observe that the north hemisphere is more
"differential" than lhe south hemisphere. This has been
confirmed by recent works that point out the existence of a
longitudinal mI1 ln the north hemisphere.
We have also extracted some "strange filaments'' that
present strong distorsians highIy visible with the elastic
matching. Those filaments are moving much faster than
expected.They also disapear from the sun surface within 3
few days. Very recently,, Amencan reseachers have found
that when a filament disapears, it l~tteraly"surfs" the
magnetic tubes that were sustaining it, thuq moving much.
fastcr than the surface.

7
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The solar r:idlus in the 512x512 images is 222 pixels
long. We e\timate a maximum e m of 1 pixel to locate the
skeleton. It leads to a 2 pixels error when computing the
distance. Invening the orthogonal projection. we obtain:
6x
dB
&I* 60 = 1
knowing that: R = dt
r.cns 9
1 1 1 .cas 9

figure 11: Evolution ofrhe minimal mnsfomation cost
with Ihe set of sampIes

we

can neglect W(28t:At) in the above sum and then:

This kind of tracking scheme is intentsting because it
allows to perform global matching between regions and
also space scaled associations which accuracy depends on
the segrnenzatlon stage resolution. It works on symbolic
features inlike the opncal flow (there is no constraint on the
evolution of the luminance) but of course needs a presegmentation stage and above all some a priori knowledge

When limiting the scan in 8 from -80"to 80' we obtain
the upper limit of the e m r :

o n motion. The use of the deviation vector
is very
convenient to apply anisompic motion consminrs

that is well within the range of the accuracy obtained by
astronhvsicists.

&&

5 RESULTS

Ll

.I.he=eeds

at least the 2 parameters: dark

and hrigrh ~hrehholdcoefficiena. The raw data arc 5 12x5 12
1 byte Images. We first calculate "spherical mean image"
and "non humogeneour" index. These images W I I P be used
for detecting both filaments and faculas. We compute for
every pixcls the answer to the different criteria and we label
the obtained Image. On each region we perform false
a l m s elimination using the rules described in section 3.
Finally we compute the skeleton of every regions.
Figure A l shows the raw Image of the sun surface of
June the 2nd 1982, as i t comes out of the

spcctroheliograph.
Figures A 2 to A 4 give examples of both detections
before the elimination of false aEms. One can observe the
"feet" of [he filament that recall exactly the Iocal topography
of the magnrtlc field. In a cenarn extent, that may help
asmphysicins ro predict solar ernlptiwns as mngne~icfield
di~torsions.

UTrackine

Figures A5 and A6 give an idea of the cost evolution
whil; trying to match different edges. Edge S(t) is to be
matched with edge Sl[t+I) and with S2(t+l). 52(t+J) is
very similar to S(t) while S l (t+ I ) has been added strong
d~stnrsions.One sees that the cast diverges very quickIy
when tying to match S l ([+I).
Figure A7 represenrs the experimental rotation law (we
just added txtrern latitude points to extend the curve). This
curve, processed with 30 images (extract from June l9XZ
data base). has the same statistic weight as those obtained
by the astmphysicisrs I n h rnon~hs,thanks to the results of
elasts matching.

d-

Thc cla~nitor nri~inalityi n this aaoer is twofold. First.
the application is notcommon. ~ u 'toelhe
e
image formation
pmess, very interesting choices between texture, edges.
motion operators occured. They allowed to check some
enjoyable image processing expertise accord~ngto the
methdology in our laborarory Ig]. Second, to make the
whole process fully automatic, the knowledge about
physical phenomena had to be embedded into a semantic
network. leading to rules which are son of a rough expen
system i n (he application. triggering btself a
predictionlverifcation scheme any time it i q necesxary.
More preciseIy we have stressed upon how physical
propenies of an observed object can help a lot towards
desrgning its detection, I t has pointed out the pertinent
properties that were to be exbacted in the image and if has
given the natural linking for procewings. The accuracy of
the ex@actionhas convinced the astrophyascists to rcly on
image processing, and it has confirmed us i n rhc penlncncc
of such a methtxlology. It is to be not~cedthat an :iutornatlc
rcal time solar surveillance system is going to be inhtalled,
i n cmpzrarion with our laboratmy.
As for the tracking scheme it is derived again from
physical observa~ionsof the surface evolution. The
theorical rotation law has been helpful to predict motion but
the results have prompted astrophysicists to have doubts on
its validity. Image prrxlessing has enabled them In nnalyre
new results and has given a greater number of moilon
measurements. This will probahly lead to a new motlel of
rotation and will circle the cooperation between physics and
image ppmcssing.
We are now working on a spatial tracking, using !he
three radiations, in order to extract the 3W evolurion of both
structures, second we have worked on automatizing rhe
whole pmes.i thanks to a computer implementation uf the
rules quoted above and to their link w ~ t hthe image
Processing procedures.
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